
Fiat Multipla: Replacing Rear Subframe Bushes
I have heard horror stories of people having to scrap their Multiplas when they have failed their MOTs 
because Fiat do not sell replacement subframe bushes.  Noone wants to pay £479 + VAT for a new 
subframe and another £500 to have it fitted especially when that might exceed what the car is worth!  To 
be fair on Fiat they are not alone in this, but it is difficult to justify.
Fortunately I have also read of people successfully fitting Vauxhall Vectra rear crossmember bushes (part 
number 904966781, see Fig 7) and have included some links to their posts on www.fiatforum.com.  After 
I started the job I found an article by Justin Waite on the Fiat Multipla Owners Club UK website (link in 
References below) entitled Fix the rear subframe with Brava bushes. 
This article could be read in conjunction with Justin’s article.

I have provided lots of pics to encourage tentative DIYers.  It really is an easy and cheap job which needs 
the minimum of tools.

A search on ebay (as of 12/08/2011) for ‘Multipla bushes’ will probably show only two suppliers of front 
or rear subframe bushes viz., ebay sellers carys1101and ziggy-a2z.  Both say they ‘They will need slight 
modification’.  Ziggy-a2z has just reduced his high mark-up on rear (only) bushes to compete but both are 
only supplying Fiat Brava bushes which are available elsewhere for much less.  The bushes (possibly 
listed only as ‘mountings’) required are Front Line brand, FSM2026 at the front and FSM2029 at the rear. 
They appear to be original Brava bushes.  Ebay searches for these references will currently show that only 
ebay seller rsj-motor sells either type. His price is £24.95 each, with free delivery.  They won’t show up 
in a Multipla bushes search as this seller only lists them for the Fiat Brava.  
(OK the same bushes are only about $21 in the USA but I know a relative bargain when I see one!)
The Brava bush, shown skimmed, (Fig 1a) is different from the Multipla original (Fig 1b) which is rubber 
without a metal case.  Note: The Brava bush is a bit shorter than the original Multipla one.

Fig 1a Fig 1b

In fitting the front bushes Justin recommends taking 2mm off the subframe hole and only a little off the 
bush.  I instead recommend skimming the bush and leaving the subframe alone.  My reasoning is that the 
subframe costs over £500 and the replacement bush only £24.95!  There is also no point weakening the 
subframe and perhaps introducing a rust entry point leading to a MOT failure at a later date when a new 
subframe will be needed.  Also it can be much easier to skim the metal casing of the bush!  I used the 
12mm bolt to mount the bush in my neighbour’s Clarke metal lathe (Fig 2a) and the job was done in 
about five minutes including the two walks home to check the fit! (Actually I used a slightly shorter bolt 
with nut from the Multipla engine front mounting which I happened to have - it too is 12mm and 1.25 
(fine) pitch.  I was going to use this shorter bolt when fitting the bush but didn’t need to as I chose to refit 
the top flat washer.)
The diameter of the bush was about 65.5mm when new and after skimming it was about 65mm (Fig2b).  I 
say ‘about’ because I measured it with my trusty Poundland Chinese calliper.  Yours may be different!! 
When I measured the internal diameter of the subframe hole it was about 64.5mm.  Say no more, other 
than buy your own Poundland calliper and trust its measurements when making your 2 skimmed bushes!!

http://www.fiatforum.com/


Fig 2a Fig 2b (shows 65mm, trust me!)

I then did the second front bush to the same size.  The other advantage will be that you will get a near-
circular cylinder in contrast to what you might get using a dremel!
I did run a wire brush in the subframe hole (Fig 3a) and polished it off with a cylindrical dressing stone 
(Fig 3b).

Fig 3a Fig 3b

With a coating of Loctite 243 and a couple of taps with a nylon mallet it was home.  All fitted and torqued 
up to 106Nm in about 5 minutes (Fig 4).
It might take a little longer for you if you have to find a neighbour with a lathe!  If you can’t find one you 
have the alternative of using a bench grinder.

Fig 4

A couple of other points.
I raised the car on wood blocks on a hydraulic jack placed at the box section to the left of the spare wheel 
(Fig 5a).  You can’t, of course, use the cross member.  I stacked wood blocks under the car just in case 
(visible in Fig 5c)!  A second hydraulic jack was placed under the spring (Fig 5b) to allow a controlled 
lowering of that side of the subframe.  I first disconnected the ABS cable from its clip (Fig 5c).
If you haven’t got two hydraulic jacks, raise the car with one and use an axle stand at the rear cross 
member.



Fig 5a Fig 5b Fig 5c

Fig 6a shows the damaged bush with the 12mm bolt, the lower cup washer and the flat top washer.  You 
re-use the bolt and lower cup washer. Justin says you discard the flat top washer but I used it, partly to 
spread the load, but also to take up some of the bolt length and avoid the need for washers below the 
bush.   Fig 6b shows the hole in the subframe after removing the old bush.

Fig 6a Fig 6b Fig 6c

I didn’t need to replace a rear subframe rear bush (Fig 6c) but it clearly can be done in the same way and, 
if required, at the same time.  The diameter of the FSM2029 bush is 70mm.  Measuring the subframe rear 
hole will determine how much you need to skim off the bush’s aluminium casing.

References:
Fix the rear subframe with Brava bushes by Justin Waite 
https://sites.google.com/site/fiatmultipla/Home/repairs sub-section Suspension
http://www.fiatforum.com/multipla/244175-rear-subframe-bushes.html
http://www.fiatforum.com/multipla/157130-rear-subframe-front-bushes-needed.html               Fig 7

If you think this article may have saved you a lot of money and wish to make a £2 contribution to the VSBF 
(Victor.Sylvester.Benevolent.Fund), with 50% of the net amount after Paypal charges going to the charity supported by the 
MultiplaUsers forum, please click on the following link to email me at  victor.sylvester@yahoo.co.uk ! 
I will then send you a link to a payment form on a secure website that would allow you to use paypal or a credit or debit card.
Please also use this address to email me any corrections. The FiatMultipla_ReplacingRearSubframeBushes article is 
©victor.sylvester 2011, but may be downloaded and used by anyone.  So that I may update the article in only one location, no 
approval is given for it to be hosted on websites other than https://www.sites.google.com/site/fiatmultipla/Home/repairs  
Other websites may make available this link
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